Entities Must
M
Be Formed,
F
Funded,
F
a
and Gove
erned Pro
operly
Highlightss
Entities such as
a partnerships, trusts, or LLCs are often used to:
1.
2.
3.

Protect assets
Trransfer wealtth
Sttructure how, when, and what
w
taxes arre paid

What most pe
eople fail to realize, is thatt in order for entities to bee effective, th
hey must be p
properly:
•
•
•

Fo
ormed
Fu
unded
Maintained
M
(Governed)

n addition, many
m
times multiple
m
entitties are used together to create a com
mplete business or estatee plan. All
must follow established gu
uidelines or one wayward entity
e
can ruiin the plan.
The followingg is a case stu
udy where the
e Tax Court did
d not have to pierce thee veil of the eentity; all theey did was
show that the
e original asset owner nevver transferre
ed an asset innto the entityy. If the asseets were not o
owned by
the entity, how could the partners
p
of th
he entity take
e advantage oof the benefitss of owning the asset in th
he entity?
They couldn’tt, and it cost the
t Senda fam
mily $487,567
7 in gift tax peenalties.
n additional to
t improper funding,
f
there
e was poor do
ocumentationn and significant corporatee governancee issues.
This case show
ws how easy it is to lose to
o the IRS whe
en you don’t fform, fund, an
nd govern entities as requ
uired.

Senda v. Co
ommissioner
Background
d
Mark and Micchele Senda of
o Missouri haad three child
dren‐ Mark Jrr., Janell, and
d Ross. The Seendas also ow
wned $5‐6
million of do
ollars of MCI‐WorldCom stock which
h Mr. Senda received affter MCI‐WorldCom acqu
uired two
companies wh
here Mr. Send
da was emplo
oyed.
Mr. Senda atttended a seminar on tax planning and the benefits oof forming a FFamily Limited
d Partnership
p (FLP.) He
decided to use an FLP to trransfer $2.75M of his stock in MCI‐WorrldCom to hiss children. He planned thatt by doing
this the gift taax paid between 1998 and
d 2000 would
d be reducedd between 499‐46% versus the tax on an
n outright
gift of the stock to his child
dren.
i possible be
ecause generrally the IRS aallows “lack o
of control”, ““lack of marketability”,
The reduction in gift tax is
and “minorityy interest” disscounts on assets held with
hin a private business entiity with multiiple owners.)
The Senda Entities
E
Mark and Micchelle set up two FLP’s in 1996 and 1999. They form
med these en
ntities with th
heir three children and
ndicated thatt the children
n’s partnership interests in the FLP weree held in trustts.

Mark maintained control of the trusts as the general partner in each. He also held a majority interest in each FLP
as a limited partner. His wife and children (in trust) were all limited partners in both trusts.
Once the stock was transferred, the Senda’s made gifts of the FLP interests to the children.
The Ongoing Business
The partnership agreements both spelled out operating conditions such as annual meetings, annual financial
reports, and that accurate records and books be kept.
The Senda’s personally paid all legal fees and filing costs for the formation of the partnerships.
The Tax Issue
The Sendas took significant discounts on the gifts of the FLP to their children based on the issues mentioned
above. The Sendas argued that they made gifts not of MCI‐WorldCom stock, but of valid FLP interests, and the
FLP discounts should not be disregarded.
The tax court considered two key questions when the IRS contested the discounts:
1.
2.

Did the Sendas properly contribute the MCI‐WorldCom stock to the FLP’s before transferring the FLP
interests to their children?
Did the Sendas properly maintain partnership formalities on how they utilized their FLP’s?

The Legal Decision
For both questions the Tax Court looked for documented evidence of how the Sendas had conducted FLP
business. The lawsuit identified bad facts in several areas that hurt the Sendas.

Entity Formation:
•
•

No Documented Trusts. The children’s FLP interests were purportedly held in trust, but there was no
written trust agreement naming them as beneficiaries at the time of the transfer.
Unsigned Trust. Citicorp was listed on some of the trusts as a trustee, but no representative of
Citicorp ever signed the trust documents.

Entity Funding:
•
•

No Funding of the FLPs. The Sendas presented no reliable evidence that they contributed stock to
the partnerships before they transferred the partnership interests to the children.
No Consideration for Business Interests: The children supposedly contributed accounts receivables
orally to the FLP in exchange for their partnership interests (in other words, they promised to pay
the FLP for the value of their partnership interests.) However, those oral agreements were never put
into writing, had no terms for repayment, and had not been paid as of the time of the trial.

Entity Governance
•
•

No Required Documentation. The partnership agreement required preparation of annual financial
statements and an annual meeting of the partners, neither of which took place.
Commingling of Funds‐ The Sendas personally paid all legal fees and filing costs for the formation of
the partnerships. These costs were never reimbursed by the partnership.
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The Court noted, “It is apparent from petitioner’s evasive testimony and from the total record that petitioners
were more concerned with ensuring that the beneficial ownership of the stock was transferred to the children in
tax‐advantaged transactions than they were with the formalities of FLPs.”

What This Means to You
Sometimes people look at partnerships, corporations, LLCs or trusts that are used for estate planning and asset
protection differently than those used to conduct an active business.
They say, “If I don’t have customers, employees, and vendors, then I don’t have to worry about formalities
because my potential liability is not significant.”
This is not true! The very fact that there were no outside parties forcing arm’s length transactions contributed to
the Senda’s problem.
The Sendas showed on multiple levels that failure to properly form, fund, and govern entities creates large holes
in corporate or family veils. Individuals must take responsibility for these three areas of their financial lives,
whether personal or business finances.
While the Sendas used an FLP, the facts would likely have had similar results for other types of entities, such as
LLCs, LPs, and so on.

Summary & Conclusion
•
•
•
•

The Sendas created FLPs to help reduce gift taxes.
The FLPs were poorly governed and lacking critical documentation.
The court agreed with the IRS that the Sendas did not comply with the formalities of establishing
and maintaining an FLP and therefore had no access to the tax advantages of a FLP.
The court ruled the Sendas deficient in a total amount of $487,567 for gift taxes for the tax years
1998‐2000.

Case law consistently demonstrates that individuals who use business entities for family estate planning often
cut corners or ignore protocols when doing so.

Material discussed is meant for general illustration and/or informational purposes only and is not to be construed as tax or
legal advice. Although the information has been gathered from sources believed to be reliable, please note that individual
situations can vary.
For additional information visit www.CorporateAssistanceLLC.com on the web or call 877‐800‐8345 toll free.
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